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A Simple Diary is an easy to use
yet powerful diary. The program
can be used in two main modes: to
easily create new diary entries or
to view notes previously saved. A
Simple Diary allows you to create
new diary entries by simply double
clicking on the file. It is easy to
keep track of important dates in
the calendar mode, set reminders
for special events, or simply jot
down notes. You can also maintain
a list of tasks by copying the
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information from the clipboard. A
Simple Diary offers a wide range
of features such as the ability to
select from the list of entries in
the previous month or day, delete
entries, set a regular time for an
alarm or remove and re-add
entries to the list. A Simple Diary
is a clean and simple Windows-
based application with a sleek and
simple design. It offers a variety
of features and options. A Simple
Diary Pros and Cons: Pros: •
Allows to make changes to the
diary entries within the program
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without using the Windows
Registry. • A large variety of
options. • Built-in calendar mode.
• Fast and easy to use. Cons: • No
help file included in the download.
• No exit confirmation. • Not a
professional tool. SIMPLER
FEATURES OVER A LOT OF
SOFTWARE BOT'S. OF THIS
PROVIDES MORE SIMPLE
USER INTERFACE OVER THE
SAME PRICE. SIMPLER
FEATURES OVER A LOT OF
SOFTWARE BOT'S. OF THIS
PROVIDES MORE SIMPLE
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USER INTERFACE OVER THE
SAME PRICE.SIMPLER
FEATURES OVER A LOT OF
SOFTWARE BOT'S. OF THIS
PROVIDES MORE SIMPLE
USER INTERFACE OVER THE
SAME PRICE. SimpleNote is a
reminder, text journal, and to-do
list organizer for Windows, Mac,
iPhone, iPad and Android. It
works with multiple sources of
notes, including free space on your
computer, free space on Google
Drive, or an existing Google Docs
document. SimpleNote is a
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reminder, text journal, and to-do
list organizer for Windows, Mac,
iPhone, iPad and Android. It
works with multiple sources of
notes, including free space on your
computer, free space on Google
Drive, or an existing Google Docs
document.SimpleNote is a
reminder, text journal, and to-do
list organizer for Windows, Mac,
iPhone, iPad and Android. It
works with multiple sources of
notes, including free space on your
computer, free space
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* A Simple Diary is a small
software application whose
purpose is to help you write notes
in a clutter-free diary, create a to-
do list, and set up alarms. *
Portable running mode You can
drop the tool on pen drives or
other portable devices to carry it
with you all the time. Plus, you
can opt for opening it without
administrative privileges. *
Accessing the GUI requires only a
double-click on the executable
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file. It does not leave entries to
your Windows registry and store
other settings files on the target
PC. You can get rid of it using a
simple deletion task. * Easy-to-
decode layout A Simple Diary
reveals a clean and simple GUI
that leaves no room for
ambiguities. You can quickly get
an idea about how the application
works even if you cannot appeal to
a help manual. * A calendar is
integrated in the main window for
helping you jump to the next or
previous month, select any day, as
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well as jump to the current date. *
Adding a new note in the diary
proves to be a piece of cake. You
just need to select the target day
and type a custom text message or
paste the information from the
clipboard. In addition, you are
allowed to clean up all entries
before the current date. * When it
comes to setting up alarms, you
can specify the date and time, and
show a custom text message when
the alarms become active. A
simple to-do list is implemented
for helping you take quick notes in
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a plain environment. * Last but
not least, you can define the action
that is triggered when you open
the program, namely start a new
diary file, load the last opened
diary item, or specify a diary file
to load. * Tests have shown that A
Simple Diary carries out a task
quickly and without errors. It does
not eat up a lot of CPU and
memory resources so the overall
performance of the computer is
not hampered. * Runs without
editing system environment
variables. * Runs on Windows
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2000/XP/2003/Vista/7/8/10. A
Simple Diary Free is a small
application that helps you keep a
diary and manage your alarms.
Install on
USB/PenDrive/CDRom/HardDisk
It does not leave any entries to
your windows registry and settings
files on the target PC. You can get
rid of it easily. I did the job, A
Simple Diary Free does not
require any internet access to
work. On the other hand, there are

What's New In A Simple Diary?
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A Simple Diary is a free software
application for helping you write
notes, create a to-do list, and set
up alarms. The program gives you
the possibility to create multiple
dictionaries for keeping track of
your schedule, keep a list of
groceries, make a note of a deal,
or, for example, a note about a
joke that makes you laugh.
Furthermore, this tool allows you
to keep a note about a timer task,
add a mark to a task, add a
shortcut to a task, or, for example,
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setup a reminder about your
upcoming next haircut. But A
Simple Diary does more than that.
It also facilitates the creation of a
task that you may store in a
separate file, a diary item that you
may save to a text file, and a
calendar that you may import to
your system. Furthermore, you are
allowed to define the action that is
triggered when you open the
program, namely start a new diary
file, load the last opened diary
item, or specify a diary file to
load. You can set the alarm using a
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time or date. Then, you can
specify a custom text message, a
word or phrase to be shown at that
moment, or an e-mail address.
Last but not least, there are
settings for the appearance, such
as the fonts and colors. You can
even fine-tune the dictionaries so
they can be stored on pen drives,
and you can also use a portable
version of the application that is
free from the normal licensing
restrictions of the original version.
To make things even easier, you
can use a small icon for quickly
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accessing the main window of the
program. You may even find
helpful tips, hints, and help
messages if you need it. Finally,
the user interface is easy to
understand. A Simple Diary
Review: With A Simple Diary,
you are able to manage your daily
appointments, create tasks, and set
up reminders. Furthermore, the
program enables you to store a list
of necessary goods and equipment,
note an event you want to
remember, and share jokes with
friends. In this article, we will
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overview the most important
features of this tool. A Simple
Diary 2,000 Free Apps for
Windows Developed by: A Simple
Diary Team Support: A Simple
Diary Premium - A Simple Diary
is a small software application
whose purpose is to help you write
notes in a clutter-free diary, create
a to-do list, and set up
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System Requirements:

Memory: Minimum RAM: 8GB
Recommended RAM: 16GB
Recommended RAM: 24GB
32GB At this point, we can be
assured that Microsoft has lost
their minds, with Windows 10.
Seriously, Microsoft has finally
gone insane, has now decided to
write their operating system for
the web, not even acknowledging
that Windows 10 Mobile is dead.
The Windows 10 is now getting an
upgrade, and it’s not a mobile one.
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It’s web browser, and yes, there
are privacy concerns, so Microsoft
is trying to appeal
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